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OSCILLATION AND A CLASS OF LINEAR
DELAY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
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DAVID LOWELL LOVELADY

Abstract. The differential equation u(m)(r) +p(t)u(g(t)) = 0, where p is

one-signed, is broken into four cases, according to the parity of m and the

sign of p. In each case, an analysis is given of the effect g can have on

oscillation properties, and oscillation and nonoscillation criteria are given.

I. Introduction. Let q be a continuous function from [0, co) to (0, co), let «

be a positive integer, and let G be the set to which g belongs if and only if g

is an unbounded nondecreasing continuous function from [0, co) to [0, co)

such that g(t) < t whenever / > 0. We propose to study herein the four linear

delay differential equations

(O «(2n)(0 + qi.t)u(g(t)) = 0,

(2) «(2"+,)« - q(t)u(g(t)) = 0,

(3) ¿2n\t) - q(t)u(g(t)) - 0,

and

(4) «(2n+1)W + q(t)u(g(t)) - 0,

where g is in G. Of particular interest are the oscillation properties of (1), (2),

(3) and (4), and a comparison of these properties with the oscillation properties

of

(5) u(2n)(t) + q(t)u(t) - 0,

(6) u^+x)(t) - q(t)u(t) = 0,

(7) ui2n)(t) - q(t)u(t) = 0,

and
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346 D. L. LOVELADY

(8) U{2n+i)(t) + q(t)u(t) = 0.

B> a solution of (1) we shall mean a continuous real-valued funct jn u on

[0, oo) for which there is bu > 0 such that w-2"' exists on (bu, oo) and such that

(1) is true whenever t>bu. Solutions of (2), (3) and (4) are defined

analogously. A continuous real-valued function u on [0, oo) is called oscillatory

if and only if the set {/: u(t) = 0} is unbounded. An alternative definition of

oscillatory would be that each of {/: u(t) > 0} and {t: u(t) < 0} is unbounded.

For solutions of (1), (2), (3) and (4) which are not eventually trivial, these two

notions of oscillation will turn out to be the same.

The relationship of (1) and (2) to (5) and (6), respectively, is that a large

delay (small g) can destroy oscillation, but no delay can induce oscillation.

This is an extension of second order results of T. Burton and R. Grimmer [2],

P, Waltman [20], and the present author [13]. The relations'.ip of (3) and (4)

to (7) and (8) is more involved. In these cases a la¡i;e delay can iestroy

oscillation in unbounded solutions but induce oscillatn.;: in bounü' j solu-

tions. There is a "middle ground" in which the delay is small enough to

preserve oscillation in unbounded solutions but large enough to induce

oscillation in bounded solutions. In particular, we shall give conditions which

ensure that every solution of (4) is oscillatory. Our conditions will be different

from those given by G. Ladas, V. Lakshmikantham, and J. S. Papadakis [8,

Corollary 3.2]. Our primary sources for the oscillation properties of (5), (6), (7)

and (8) are [9], [10], [11] and [12], and our primary sources for delay-induced

oscillation are [8], [15], [16], [17] and [18].

II. General considerations. Before studying oscillation and nonoscillation

criteria for (1), (2), (3) and (4), we need information on the structure of

solutions. If m is a solution of (1), (2), (3) or (4), we shall call u trivial if and

only if u(t) = 0 whenever r > bu, and we shall call u eventually trivial if and

only if there is c > bu such that u(t) — 0 whenever t > c.

Theorem 1. Suppose g is in G, and u is an eventually trivial but not trivial

solution of (I), (2), (3) or (4). Let c be the least member of [bu, oo) such that

u(t) = 0 whenever t > c. Then g(c) = c.

Corollary 1. Suppose g is in G and g(t) < / whenever t > 0. Then no

nontrivial solution of (I), (2), (3) or (4) is eventually trivial.

Theorem 2. Suppose g is an increasing member of G and g(t) < t whenever

I > 0. Suppose u is a solution of (I), (2), (3) or (4), and suppose u has no zeros in

[g(bu),bu]. Then there is no interval [c,d] with bu < c < d such that u(t) = 0

whenever c < t < d.
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Theorem 3. Suppose g is in G, and u is an oscillatory solution of (I), (2), (3)

or (4); u not eventually trivial. Then each of {fsu(t) > 0} and {t: u(t) < 0} is

unbounded.

Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and Theorem 2 say that some of the peculiarities of

delay differential equations do not occur with a genuine delay; they occur

when the delayed and undelayed situations are mixed. In the case of (1), with

n = 1, these phenomena, and several related phenomena, have been discussed

at length by S. B. Norkin [14, Chapter II, §5]. Theorem 3 says that, in our

circumstances, the two traditional definitions of oscillation coalesce.

If g is in G, it is clear that there are solutions of (2) with each of

u, «',..., h(2"+1) eventually positive. We shall call such solutions strongly

increasing. Strongly increasing solutions of (3) are defined analogously. Our

next theorem ensures the existence of solutions u such that neither u nor -u is

strongly increasing.

Theorem 4. Suppose g is in G, b > 0, and x is a continuous real-valued

function on [0, b]. Then there is a solution u of (2) such that u(t) = x(t) if

0 < t < b and such that neither u nor —u is strongly increasing. The same

conclusions are true with respect to (3).

For (3), with n = I, Theorem 4 is a îe^ult of G. A. Kamenskn [5]. Ladas,

Lakshmikantham, and Papadakis [8, §4] have claimed Theorem 4 without

proof, referring to Kamenskiî's methods. Since Kamenskiî's paper is not

readily available, we shall include a proof of Theorem 4. (We do not know if

our methods are those of Kamenskiî's, but we expect they are, inasmuch as

Theorem 4 admits a fairly "natural" proof.)

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose g(c) < c. Now there is 5 > 0 such that

g(c + 8)<c, and there is | in (g(c + 8),c) such that «(£) # 0. Let b > c be

such that g(b) = £. Now some higher derivative of u is nonzero at b,

contradicting the fact that u(t) = 0 if r > c. The proof is complete.

Corollary 1 is obvious.

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose m is a solution of (1), and suppose

bu < c < d and u(t) = 0 whenever c < / < d (the proofs for (2), (3) and (4)

are similar, and we shall not include them). Let {ym}™=0 and {5m}*=0 be

sequences such that y0 = c, 80 = d, ym+x = g(yj and 8m+x = g(8m) if m

> 0. Now each of {ym}^=Q and {5m}^=0 is decreasing and bounded below, so

they have limits. Since these limits are fixed points of g, they are both zero.

Suppose bu = 0. Now u(t) =■ 0 if m is a nonnegative integer and ym < t

< 8m, so u(bu) = 0 since u is continuous. But this is a contradiction. Suppose

bu > 0. Let k be the largest integer with yk > bu. Now g(bu) < yk+x < bu.

But u(yk+x) = -u(2n)(yk)/q(yk+x) = 0 since u(t) = 0 whenever yk < / < 8k.

This is a contradiction and the proof is complete.
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Proof of Theorem 3. We shall prove Theorem 3 for , 11. i¿d tin oll er cases

will be clear. It suffices to assume that u is oscillatory, eventually nonnegative,

but not eventually trivial, and pre Jace a contradiction. Find c > bu such that

u(t) >0iit>c, and find d > c such that g(t) > c if / > d. Now «(2fl) < 0

on [d, oo), so j/2"-1) is nonincreasing on [d, oo). If i/2"-1* is eventually trivial,

then there is some point past which u is a polynomial. But no nontrivial

polynomial is oscillatory, so tr2"-1' is not eventually trivial. Thus it2"-1' is

either eventually positive or eventually negative. Similar arguments now show

that rf2"'2' is either eventually positive or eventually negative. Continuing this

we see that u is either eventually positive or eventually negative. But since we

know u is eventually nonnegative, this says u is eventually positive, and, in

particular, nonoscillatory. This contradiction completes the proof.

Before proving Theorem 4 we need a lemma. The lemma is obvious, and we

shall not include a proof.

Lemma 1. Suppose g is in G and u is a solution of (2). Suppose also that there

is c > bu such that u(t) > 0 // g(c) < t < c and such that uW(c) > 0 //

k =» 1,.... 2«. Then u is strongly increasing. The analogous conclusion holds

with respect to (3).

Proof of Theorem 4. If -1 < a < I and -1 < ß < 1, let V(a,ß) be that

solution v of (2) such that v(t) = ax(t) if 0 < / < b, v^\b) - 0 if k = 1,
..., 2/1 - 1, and v(2n)(b) = ß. If neither of V(l, 1) and -V(l, 1) is strongly

increasing, we are through. Suppose, without loss in generality, that V(l, 1) is

strongly increasing. Now K(-l,-l) = -V(l, 1), by linearity, so -K(-l,-l)

is strongly increasing. If neither of K(l,-1) and — V(\, — \) is strongly

increasing, we are through, so suppose V(l, — I) is strongly increasing. Lemma

1 and continuous dependence now say there are y and 5, -1 < ô < y < 1,

such that if y < a < 1 then V(a,-l) is strongly increasing and if -1 < a

< fi then -V(a, -1) is strongly increasing, and such that y is the smallest such

number and 5 is the largest such number. In particular, if 5 < n < y» neither

V(v,-l) or -K(ti,-1) is strongly increasing. Since -K(0,-1) is strongly

increasing, the interval [fi,y] does not contain zero. Thus K(l,-l/fi)

= (l/fi)K(5,-l) satisfies the conclusions of the theorem. If -K(l,-1) is

strongly increasing, we can find tj, -1 < tj < 1, such that neither of K(1,tj)

and -K(1,tj) is strongly increasing. The proof for (2) is complete, and the

proof for (3) is analogous.

III. Equation (l). Since all of our results for (1) are known if n = 1 (see [2],

[12] and [20]), and for notational convenience, we assume in this section that

n > 1. The following three theorems are our primary results regarding (1).
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Theorem 5. Statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

(OJrfiWA-oo.
(ii) 7/g is in G then every solution of (I) is oscillatory. Furthermore, if (i) fails,

ifO<a< l/(2n - I), if g is in G, and if g(t) < ta and

g(t) < (J7 q(s)d¡) "

whenever t > 0, then (1) has a nonoscillatory solution.

Theorem 6. Suppose h and g are in G, b > 0, h(t) < g(t) whenever t > b,

and (1) has a nonoscillatory solution. Then

(9) v{2n\t) + q(t)v(h(t)) = 0

has a nonoscillatory solution.

Theorem 7. Suppose g is a continuously differentiable member of G and

g'(t) < 1 whenever t > 0. If

(10) Ç' [g(s))2n-2q(s)ds = oo,

or if (10) fails but every solution of

(1 °       W"{t) + ((2^^3)1 i* [8{s) - *(0J*-39«*)"<Í(')) = 0

is oscillatory, then every solution of (I) is oscillatory.

Corollary 2. 7/(5) has a nonoscillatory solution and g is in G, then (I) has a

nonoscillatory solution.

Corollary 3. Suppose g is a continuously differentiable member of G and

0 < g'(t) < 1 ift > 0. If (10) fails, and

<i2> (il)'+(Ar i*« - «wi1-'««*)««) - o
¿f oscillatory, then every solution of (I) is oscillatory.

Since it is known (see G. V. Anan'eva and V. I. Balaganskiï [1], H. C.

Howard [4], I. T. Kiguradze [6], V. A. Kondrat'ev [7], and C. A. Swanson [19,

p. 175]) that if

jf t2n-2q(t)dt = co

then every solution of (5) is oscillatory, Theorem 5 makes it clear that

oscillation of every solution of (5) is a much weaker condition on q than is (ii).
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Theorem 6 and Corollary 2 (note that Corollary 2 is an immediate conse-

quence of Theorem 6) illustrate our point that, in the relationship between (5)

and (1), delays can destroy, but not induce, oscillation. Theorem 7 is an

extension of [9, Theorem 1], and is known if g is given by g(t) = t.

Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose (i) is true, g is in G, and « is a nonoscillatory

solution of (1). If u is eventually negative we may replace u by -u, so we

assume u is eventually positive. Find a > 0 such that u(t) > 0 if / > a, and

find b > a such that g(t) > a if t > b. Now u(2n) < 0 on [b, oo), so «(2n_1) is

eventually one-signed. Since w'2"-1' is eventually one-signed, w2"'2' is even-

tually one-signed. Continuing this, we see that there is c > b such that none

of m, vi,..., tr2"-') has a zero in [c, oo). Let j be the largest integer such that

m(/) > 0 on [c, oo) if / </. Since ifi** < 0,/ * In. Since uU) > 0 and

uU+x) < 0, uU) is bounded. Thus, if j < k < 2/i - 1, u{k)u{k+l) < 0 on

[c, oo). Since K(2n) < 0, this says that if / < k < 2n - I then M(t) > 0 on

[c, oo) if k is odd and t/*' < 0 on [c, oo) if k is even. Thusy is odd. Find d > c

such that g(r) > ciit > d. Now, ii t > d, u(g(d)) < t/(g(/)), since m' > 0 on

[c, oo). Thus, if / > ¿,

«(^V) = t/2""')« +/rf'g(SMgOr))*

> £ q(s)u(g(s))ds > u(g(d))j'dq(s)ds,

so

u^-'V)^^))/.* <?(*)<&.

But this contradicts (i), so the proof of (i) -> (ii) is complete.

Now suppose (i) fails. We shall show that (ii) fails. Let a be a positive

number with a(2n - 1) < 1, and let A in G be given by

h(t) = min^f™ q(s)<h)   }.

Now

(13) f"[h(t)f2"-X)q(t)d,< oo.

Let a be a positive number, a < 1, and find a positive number b such that

(14) a + ((I - a)b + al-a)a/{X-a)b < 1

and
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(15) a-((I- a)b + ax-»)al{X-a)b > 0.

Let k - ((1 - a)b + ax~a)W~a). From (13) there is c > 0 such that

jT war*-0««* < *•

Let x be a solution of

(16) *(2")(0 + í(í)|jc(A(/))rsgnWg(r))) = 0

for f > c such that x(» = 0 if 0 < t < c, x{k)(c) = 0, if 1 < k < 2n - 2,

and x(2"_1)(c) = a. Now, if f > c, (16) says

X(t) = fl((2*-l)! " (27^T)! Si(' " ^~V')WWsgn(*M*)))*,

so

(17) MOI < a/2"-' + t2n~x fc q(s)\x(h(s))\"cL.

Let .y be given on [c, co) by

y(t) = a+fq(s)\x(h(s))\ads,
*c

and note that y is nondecreasing. Also, (17) gives |x(f)| < i2"-1^) if / > c. If

i/ > c and A(i/) = c, then

l*W0)l < [h(t)]2n~ly(h(t)) < woi^'xo

whenever / > ¿/. But clearly

08) \x(h(t))\ < [/iW]2""1^/)

if c < t < i7, so (18) holds whenever / > c. If r > c then

yd) - î(oi^w)r < íWwor^Vr,
so

(19) >,(/) < (ax~a + (l-a) fc [h(s)fln-X)q(s)ds^j       ' < *.

Now (18) and (19) say

(2°) 1^(0)1 < k[h(t)}2"-1

if / > c. Now, if / > c,
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xQ*-%) - a-f,q(s)\x(h(s))\ttsgn(x(h(s)))ds,

so (20) and (13) say that X - hm,_>oox(2,,~,)(0 exists. Also, a - k"b < X

< a + kab, so 0 < X < 1. Since üm^jeW//2""1 - X/(2* - 1)! - p > 0,

we see x(t) -» oo as r -» oo. Also, since x(c) ■ 0 and x(f) -* oo as t -* oo,

there is a largest number m in [c, oo) such that x(h(m)) = 1. Note that the fact

that (13) implies (16) has a solution x for which hm/_00x*2',"1*(/) exists and is

positive follows from the work of T. Kusano and H. Onose [21, Theorem 1].

Furthermore, our proof is virtually the same as that in [21]. We have

reproduced it here to point out that p can be chosen with u < 1, and x can be

chosen with the equation x(h(t)) = 1 having a solution. If t > c then

/.        \2n-2

>^(-*-/:««i*wr^"*)

>(i0w(a-k'b)>o-

Thus x' > 0 on (c, oo), so x is increasing on [c, oo). Clearly now there is a

member/of G such that/(i) = h(t) if t < m and x(f(t)) - x(A(/))a if f > m.

Now x is a solution of

xM(t) + q(t)x(f(t)) = 0,

and it is clear that (ii) fails. Also, x(f(t))/f(t)2n~l -► u and xih^/hQ)2"^

u as / -> oo, so

\2n-l r/.\2«-l    _./,./.\\o ,«
lim fO)      m lim /(0      x(h(t))a = £ >
A™ z,^2"-')   A™ x(/(r)) A(/)a(2fl-1)    /»

since u < 1, so lim,_,00/(/)/A(f)a > 1. Find a number ß > m such that

f(t)/h(if > 1 whenever f > /3. Now a(í)° < /(f) if t > ß. It is now clear that

if the proof of Theorem 6 is independent of Theorem 5 then the last

conclusion of Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 6. The proof of Theorem 6 is

independent of Theorem 5.

Proof of Theorem 6. Let u be an eventually positive solution of (1). Let

c > b be such that none of u, u',..., t/2"-') has a zero on [c, oo), and let/ be

the largest integer such that t/'' > 0 on [c, oo) if / < / Find d > c such that
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if / > d then h(t) > c.lf t > d then

and

so

«M > «W + r/zi)j fd' (* -*r'«0)(*)*

«(/) > «(</) +

(21)

(/-1)!(2«-/-1)!

• Çd U - s)J~l (/" « - i)2""7'1 í(íMí«))rf«) A

>^ + (/-l)!(2l-/-I)!

' X'(' "J)J'"1 (X*(í " ̂ "VíMMí))^)*

since m' > 0 and u is increasing on [c, co). Now (21) and standard iteration

methods say that there is a continuous real-valued function v on [0, co) such

that v(t) = m(/) if t > d, such that u(d) < i>(/) < u(t) if t > d, and such that

v(t) = k(¿) +
(j-1)1(2*-/-1)!

(22)

'Id (' " i)7~' (T « - ^"^'íftMAÍ«))^)*

if / > ¿7. Differentiation of (22) says «/ is a solution of (9), and clearly v is

nonoscillatory, so the proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 7. Let u be an eventually positive solution of (1), find

c > bu such that none of «,«',..., t/2"-1) has a zero in [c, co), and let/ be the

largest integer such that w^ > 0 on [c, co) if / </. Find d > c such that

g(0 > ciît> d. Suppose/ > 1. If / > d then

»a)W > o -] - i)i jf (• - t)2n~J~li(sWg(s))ds.

Also, if o > g(d),

»W>(74y!/s;)(»-í)J-2»Ü-'1«)*

so if J > </,
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(23)       u(g(s)) > TfZiüC) i*« - «r: «^co*

Since g'(f) < 1 whenever / > 0, g(s) - g(t) < s - t whenever 0 < / < s,

and í ince t//) > 0 on [c, oo), t/7-1' is increasing on [c, oo). Thus, if t > </,

"Ww > sr=îjfr(I - ̂ *»(C i«« - ir2»0-1«)«)*

(srhjr f fr- (^i«({J [*w - iK-^'>«)at)*

In particular,

SO

(24) fda>[g(s)-g(d)]2n-2q(s)ds<n.

ItJ = 1,

"'(') > (2^2)Ti" (* - l)2"~2o(s)u(g(s))ds

so (24) holds in either case. But (24) implies the failure of (10), so half the

proof is complete.

Suppose./ = 2n - 1. Now

«(2"-,)W > f" «(»Ms«)*
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if t > d. But this and standard iteration methods say there is a continuous

real-valued function w on [0, co) such that Mf) = u^2n~2\t) if c < t < d,

u{2n-2)(d) < w(t) < u(2n-2)(i) ift>d and

(25)    w'(,) - 5TT5iT *«(/,« i*w - i]2""3-«)^)*

if / > <7. Now differentiation of (25) yields (11), so w is a nonoscillatory

solution of (11). This completes the proof if / = 2« - 1. It should be noted

that the case / = 2« - 1 is the only place we actually need that g be

differentiable with g' < 1. In all other places it suffices to require that

¿?(0 "~ g(i) < J - / if 0 < i < j. To complete our proof we shall actually

prove the stronger conclusion that if/ < 2/i - 1 then there is a nonoscillatory

solution of

(26)     W"{t) + ((27^3)! i" [g{s) * *«]^3«0*)"<*(O) - o.

Suppose/ < 2/1 - 1. If/ > 1 and / > d,

""o+,)(í)=o-/-2)¡r{s ■ ')2"";_2?w«(gw)^

>     l
(2/1-/-2)! (/-2)!

•j;00 (s - r)2"-'-2^) (jr** [«w - tf-^Htw)*

1

"(2/1-/ -2)! (j -2)\

.jr- d - o2"--2^) (jr*} [gw - tf-a*f-l>(«)*)*

If <p is given by
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**° = (2n-3)\C [g{s) * *(,)]     ̂ *

this says uU+l)(t) + <p(t)uü-{)(g(t)) < 0. If y = 1 and t > d,

-u"(t) - 5~3)j Jf (» - t)2n':iq(s)u(g(s))ds > u(g(tMt),

so in either case we have a positive solution of

(27) v"(t) + <Kt)v(g(t)) < 0

ût> d. Since v > 0 and v" < 0 on [d, oo), v' > 0 on [d, oo). If t > / > d,

v'(r) - v'(t) < - f* <¡>(s)v(g(s))ds,

v'(t) > v'(t) +Jt\(s)v(g(s))ds > ft\.{s)v(g(s))ds,

so v'(t) > /* <b(s)v(g(s))ds. Now there is w such tnat w(f) = v(t) if c < t

< </, i/(¿) < w(t) < i>(0 if / > ¿, and

(28) w'(t) = J" <b(s)w(g(s))ds.

Differentiation of (28) yields (26), and the proof is complete.

Proof of Corollary 3. Suppose (10) fails, and let <J> be given on [0, oo) by

*(/) = J^ñy.r[8(s) - sO^^ds.

It suffices to show that if (11) has an eventually positive solution then (12) has

an eventually positive solution. Suppose w is an eventually positive solution of

(11). Find c such that if t > c then (11) holds and w(t) > 0, and find d > c

such that if t > d then g(t) > c. Now

w'(t)>r<b(s)w(g(s))ds

if t > d. Find a > dsuch that g(t) > dû t > a. Now

w'(g(0) > /" <?(s)w(g(s))ds > C <t>(s)w(g(s))ds
Jg(t) Jl

if t > a, SO

g'('X(s(')) > g'(t)f<b(s)w(g(s))ds

ii t > a. Let y be given on [a, oo) by y(t) = w(g(t)). Now
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y'(')>gV)r<p(s)As)ds.

Standard iteration methods now say that there is a continuously differentiable

function z from [a, co) to [.y(a), co) such that z(a) — y(a), z(t) < y(t) if t > a,

and

z'(t) = g'(t)f(X><P(s)z(s)ds

if t > a. Clearly z is a solution of (12) on [a, co), and z has no zeros on [a, co),

so the proof is complete.

IV. Equation (2). Since we know that if g is in G then (2) has strongly

increasing solutions, the best one can hope for in ensuring oscillation in (2) is

to ensure that every eventually positive solution is strongly increasing.

Theorem 8. Statements (iii) and (iv) are equivalent.

(iii)/0°°/C(0^ = oo.
(iv) 7/g is in G every eventually positive solution of (2) is strongly increasing.

Theorem 9. Suppose h and g are in G, b > 0, h(t) < g(t) whenever t > b, and

(2) has an eventually positive solution which is not strongly increasing. Then

(29) vi2n+x)(t) - q(t)v(h(t)) - 0

has an eventually positive solution which is not strongly increasing.

Theorem 10. Suppose g is in G and g (s) - g(t) < s - t whenever 0 < / < s.

If

(30) í0M[g(s)]U-lq(s)ds= oo,

or if (30) fails but every solution of

(3D       »"(') + (frZTj)] i* [8{S) - S(t)]2"~2^)dsy(g(l)) = 0

is oscillatory, then every eventually positive solution of (2) is strongly increasing.

One can draw corollaries from Theorems 8, 9 and 10 in much the same way

that corollaries were drawn from Theorems 5, 6 and 7, and we leave this to the

reader. The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4

and 10.

Corollary 4. Let g be as in Theorem 10, and suppose that either (30) is true,

or (30) fails and every solution of (31) is oscillatory. Ifb > 0 andx is a continuous

real-valued function on [0, b], then there is an oscillatory solution u of (2) with

u(t) = x(t) whenever 0 < / < b.
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Since it is known [11] that/0°° t2n~lq(t)dt = oo implies thai every eventual-

ly positive solution of (6) is strongly increasing, Theorem 8 makes it clear that

to require that every eventually positive solution of (6) be strongly increasing

is a much weaker condition on q than is (iv). The proof that (iii) -+ (iv) is

similar to the proof of (i) -» (ii), so we shall only indicate the high points. The

proof that (iv) -> (iii), on the other hand, requires entirely new techniques,

since the results of Kusano and Onose [21] cannot be used here.

Proof of Theorem 8. Suppose (iii) is true, g is in G, and u is an eventually

positive solution of (2) which is not strongly increasing. Find c > 0 such that

(2) is true whenever / > c, and such that none of «,«',..., k'2"' has a zero in

[c, oo). Let / be the largest integer such that ir' > 0 on [c, oo) if i < j, and

note that j is odd. Find d > c such that g(t) > c if / > d. By hypothesis,

j ¥>2n+ 1, so

uU){d) > l^jy.Sd   {s - ^«(MgWds

u(g(d))   /•«> , 2n-j   f ,,

Thus

JdX(s-d)2n-jq(s)ds< oo,

so Jrj00 s2"~Jq(s)ds < oo, and J"0°° tq(t)dt < oo since 2« -/ > 1. This contra-

diction completes the proof of (iii) -» (iv).

To complete the proof we shall show that if (iii) is false then (iv) is false.

Suppose (iii) is false. Let A be a member of G such that

/o°° th(t)q(t)dt < oo.

Let v be given on [0, oo) by

"W = 1 + X H + (27T2)! Jo' (' - *)2n_2(f (i - 'MM»*)*-

Now v(t) > 0 and h(t) < / < v(i) if t > 0. Also,

v(2»-l)(,) = j +|°° rs _ t)h(s)q(s)ds,

v{2n)(t) = - i" h(s)q(s)ds,
J t

and vi2n+])(t) = h(t)q(t) if / > 0. Let p - y(2"+%. Now v is a positive

solution of
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(32) i>(2"+,)(0-F(0«>(0-0

which is not strongly increasing. Since h is in G there is at least number c such

that h(c) = 1. Since v is increasing and h(t) < v(t) whenever t > 0, there is a

member g of G such that g(t) = 0 if 0 < t < c and h(t) = v(g(t)) if / > c.

Now, if t > c,p(t)v(t) = h(t)q(t) = q(t)v(g(t)), so (32) says v satisfies (2) on

(c, co). This completes the proof of Theorem 8.

Proof of Theorem 9. Let u be an eventually positive solution of (2) which is

not strongly increasing. Find c > 0 such that (2) is true if t > c and such that

none of u,u',..., u(2ni has a zero in [c, co), and find d > c such that h(t) > c if

t > d. Nowj #2/i+l, since u is not strongly increasing. Thus, ift~>d,

and

so

U(t) > U(d) + lj~y£ (t - s)J-lU^(s)ds

U°){t) > (2n~hy.C (J - <)2n"7<?(*)K(g(*))*,

u(t) >u(d) + 7-
0-1)! (2/1-/)!

id (' - S)J~1 (C (l - rf"~JtâM8(î))dï)ds

> u{d) + (j-iyl(2n-j)\fd{t -í)7_,(r Ü-^(MKtmy.

The remainder of the proof is so similar to the proof of Theorem 6 that we shall

not include it.

It should be noted that (31) is more analogous to (26) then to (11), and that

(11) is used in Theorem 3 instead of (26) only because of one case. The nature

of (2) is such that the analogous case does not occur in Theorem 10.

Proof of Theorem 10. Let « be an eventually positive solution of (2) which

is not strongly increasing. Find c > 0 such that (2) is true if t > c and such

that none of u,u', ..., «^ has a zero in [c, co). Find d > c such that g(t) > c

if / > d. Let/ be the largest integer such that «(,) > 0 on [c, co) if / < /. Now

/ is odd and/ # 2/j + 1. Suppose/ > 1. Now, if / > d,

uU)(t) > (2n~hy.r (i - ')2"~jq(s)u(g(s))ds.

Also, if s > d,
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1 fg(s)
u(g(s)) > tttiïïXL; [«w - ä'-v-0«)*O - 2)! •>*(</)

so

M°')(</) > esrbjrXT(J - ̂ KXÍ) Ig(i) - «f*«^«)«)*
> l^frtiO) T00 ,_      J^2»-7./.^l/ f*W«¿^r<-^«»(Cw>-^)*

>e.'-^).)J¡rh«o-'W^'«w*
and

(33) f [*(*)-«(¿)]2"~'^)*<°o.

If/ = 1,

1       r00"V) > (27^1)! X   (i - df~lg(s)u(g(s))ds

so (33) holds in either case. But (33) implies the failure of (30), so the first part

of the proof is complete.

Again suppose/ > 1. Now, if / > d,

-"°+"W - (a.-j.DiJf («-if-'-'^MttiOJ,

>0»-y-|)i(/-Dir>-^H«W

•(/;;; uw-rv-%)«)*
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•(/^'liW-tr^-'tt)«)*.

> p.jffiio'Uf <* - «***«*(£ "w - a"«)*

- (h^-ofo-oif<• - ')*-'-'mil*) - ¿»t1*

If <p is given by

^ = Cn~=ly. C I«W - 80)f-29b)*,

this says that «0+I)(/) + ^O^^ÍíW) < 0 if / > «Y. Suppose,/' = 1. Now

"M"(0 = (27^2)! I" (S - ')2"~2q(s)u(g(s))ds

>(0^J,w^)-i(')r2,(s)ds,

so in either case we have a positive solution of (27) on [d, oo). The remainder

of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7, and we desist.

V. Equation (3). As in §11, we assume throughout this section that n > 1. It

is known (see [11]) that (7) not only has solutions which are strongly increasing

but also has solutions which are strongly decreasing, in the sense that

(-l)ku^k)(t) > 0 if / > 0 and k = 0, 1.2n - 1. The existence of strongly

decreasing solutions is, at least with respect to our present concerns, the

primary difference between (2) and (3).

Suppose g is in G, and u is an eventually positive solution of (3). Find c > 0

such that (3) is true if / > c and such that none of u, u1, ..., t/2"""1) has a zero

in [c, oo). Let,/ be the largest integer such that t/'* > 0 on [c, oo) if /' > /. Now

/ is even. If/ = 2« then u is strongly increasing, and if y = 0 then u is strongly

decreasing. But if/ ¥= 0, then/ > 2, so u' is positive and increasing, and u is

unbounded. Thus u is bounded if and only if/ = 0. Ladas, Lakshmikantham,

and Papadakis [8, Theorem 2.1] have shown that, if

(34) limsuPÍM [*(') - 8(s))2'"Xq(s)ds > (2n - 1)!,
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then every bounded solution of (3) is oscillatory, i.e., "/ = 0" is impossible in

the* above circumstance. (Actually, [8, Theorem 2.1] has g continuously

differentiable, but an examination of the proof shows that thi: is not

necessary.) In §111 we singled out for special attention the eventually positive

solutions of (2) which are strongly increasing. The above discussion makes it

clear that the analogy here is the eventually positive unbounded solutions

which are strongly increasing. We offer . -ee theorems. The proofs are so

similar to those of Theorems 8, 9 and 10 that we shall not include them.

Theorem 11. Statements (iii) and (v) are equivalent.

(v) // g is in G every eventually positive unbounded solution of (3) is strongly

increasing.

Theorem 12. Suppose h and g are as in Theorem 9, and (3) has an eventually

positive unbounded solution which is not strongly increasing. Then

pW(t) - q(t)v(h(t)) - 0

has an eventually positive unbounded solution which is not strongly increasing.

Theorem 13. Suppose g is in G andg(s) - g(t) < s - t whenever 0 < t < s.

If

(35) /0°° [g(s)]2n-2q(s)ds = oo,

or if (35) fails and every solution of

(36) w"(t) + ({2n[3yf l8(s) - g(t)]2n~:>q(s)dsy(g(t)) = 0

w oscillatory, then every eventually positive unbounded solution of (3) is strongly

increasing.

The aforementioned result of Ladas, Lakshmikantham, and Papadakis [8]

can be coupled with Theorem 13 to produce the following result.

Corollary 5.7/(34) and(35) are true, or if (34) is true, (35) is false, and every

solution of (36) is oscillatory, then every eventually positive solution of (3) is

strongly increasing.

Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 can be combined to give a corollary similar to

Corollary 4, and we desist.

VI. Equation (4). It follows from a result of P. Hartman and A. Wintner [3]

that there exists a strongly decreasing solution of (8). On the other hand, it is

known [12] that if q is "large" enough then strongly decreasing solutions of (8)
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are the only eventually positive solutions of (8), i.e., there are no unbounded

nonoscillatory solutions.

Suppose g is in G and u is an eventually positive solution of (4). Find c > 0

such that (4) is true if t > c and such that none of «,«',..., i/2"^ has a zero

in [c, oo). Let/ be the largest integer such that «/' * > 0 on [c, oo) if / < /. Now

/ is even. Thus u is unbounded if and only if / > 0. With the restriction

"j > 0" in the proofs, virtually all of the analysis of §11 can be performed on

(4) instead of (1). The following theorems are so similar to Theorems 5, 6 and

7 that we do not include proofs.

Theorem 14. Statements (i) and (vi) are equivalent.

(vi) If g is in G every eventually positive solution of (4) is bounded.

Theorem 15. Suppose h and g are as in Theorem 6, and (4) has no eventually

positive unbounded solution. Then

V(2n+X\t) + q(t)v(h(t)) = 0

has an eventually positive unbounded solution.

Theorem 16. Let g be as in Theorem 3. If

(37) f"[g(s)]2"-Xq(s)ds=cx>,

or if (37) fails but every solution of

(38) w"(t)+(öÄ)! r[g(s) - *®f2«®ds)w(s(t))=o

is oscillatory, then (4) has no eventually positive unbounded solutions.

It follows from [8, Theorem 2.1] that if

(39) lim sup /'   [g(t) - g(s)]2"q(s) ds > (2n)l

then (4) has no bounded nonoscillatory solutions. Thus we have the following

result.

Corollary 6. 7/(37) and (39) are true, or if (31) is false, every solution of '(38)

is oscillatory, and (39) is true, then every solution of (4) is oscillatory.
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